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THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

30 May 2001

Dear Mr. Secretary-General,

Thank you for your letter of 14 May 2001, informing me of the
North'Atlantic Council's (NAC) decision of that date concerning the return
of Yugoslav forces into Sector B of the Ground Safety Zone (GSZ). I have
brought your letter to the attention of the Security Council.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) for the role it has played in bringing about the
conditions for a controlled return of Yugoslav forces into the GSZ. Your
efforts, as well as the patience and professionalism displayed by the troops
of the International Security Presence (KFOR) involved in this return, have
been commendable. In order to support your efforts, it is my intention to
convey to President Vojislav Kostunica my strong support for continued
confidence-building measures, which remain fundamental to the success of
the return process. It is also my intention to reiterate to him the absolute
requirement to fully respect the human rights of all inhabitants of the GSZ.

My Special Representative in Kosovo, Mr. Hans Haekkerup, has
informed me that the United Nations Interim Administration Mission in
Kosovo (UNMK) has maintained a very close relationship with KFOR
throughout this period and that it will provide KFOR with every assistance
in dealing with any immediate consequences arising from the return of
Yugoslav forces to Sector B of the GSZ. Towards this end, he has signed an
UNM3K Regulation on Illegal Border and Boundary Crossings, which will
come into effect on 4 June 2001, the same day that the Kosovo Weapons
Amnesty programme finishes. The purpose of the regulation is, inter alia, to
provide UNMIK with the means to deal with members of armed groups
through appropriate judicial processes.

The Rt. Hon. Lord George Robertson of Port Ellen, PC
S ecretary-Gener al
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
Brussels



Furthermore, the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR) has, in collaboration with KFOR, developed
contingency plans for the management and care of displaced persons (IDPs),
should this become necessary. UNHCR has assured me that they will play
an active role to fully support the efforts of KFOR.

I look forward to our continued discussions on these and other
matters'of mutual concern to both our organizations.

Yours sincerely,

'Kofi A. Annan
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ORGANISATION DU TRAITE /^KS NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY
DE L'ATLANTIQUE NORD N^lP/ ORGANIZATION

L.E SECRETAIRE GfiNeHAL. BOULEVARD LEOPOLD III

SECRETARY GENERAl. B-1 t U» BRUXEI.LES

T h e R t . Hon. 1 U J F ? M 'A/I 1 x " V, , _. . , „ _. I _< ;• , , WJU. \JArev^cVfMxT
Lord Robertson of Fort Ellen

PS
SG(2001)0567 UUQrT-6^>^70r i 14XMay2001

^t v^^^AgTMî -L _.!

Dear Mr Secretary-General;

I am writing to inform you of the North Atlantic Counoil's, decision taker^ today
authorising me td^31rect''̂ Ol̂ lKFO"R to allow the controlled "atuiri'pf Yugoslav forces
into Secto/B^of theTGrounB"ga|(B^ZjaneTTrl»s "may commence on"24 May. subjecTto
CbMKFOFTs '̂ otice""6f TritenP'"T'w7ll closely monitor the implementation of the
return, particularly concerning the move into each sub-eector. Council remains
seized of the issue and will provide any further guidance as appropriate.

In taking this decision, Council has noted the report of my persona! Representative.
Pieter Feith, on his latest mission to the region, as well as military advice on the
situation. Allies have also noted the proposals of the Yugoslav and Serbian
authorities on key confidence-building measures contained in the "Outline of the Plan
for JSF Entry into the GSZ Sector Bravo" and further assurances contained in letters
sent by Serbian Deputy Prime Minister Dr. Covic on 4 and 13 May, (I attach a copy
of the 13 May letter for your information.)

I have written to Dr. Covic recalling that the North Atlantic Council firmly expects the
continued implementation of confidence-building measures. In particular, I
underlined the necessity for a public announcement, prior to the return of Yugoslav
forces, of an appropriate amnesty for those individuals who voluntarily disarm. This
is a key issue, which will be taken into account in the process of return.

I also recalled the need for the returning forces to respect fundamental human rights
and international humanitarian law. In addition, I stressed the need to continue to
deploy only troops under his strict political control, and to avoid any excessive use or
show of force, These concerns wilj also be included in COMKFOR's "Notice of
Intent". Lastly, i emphasised the need for a comprehensive information campaign
announcing the Yugoslav authorities' overall approach and continuing
implementation of confidence-building measures to the local population.

I am encouraged by the constructive attitude displayed by Dr. Covic during hie
meetings with Mr. Perth last week. It would appear that Dr. Covic is aware of the
need to minimise the risk of violence after the re-entry of the Yugoslav forces into
Sector B. As proposed by Mr. Perth and agreed with the ethnic Albanian side, I
encouraged him to press ahead with the demilitarisation of two villages in Sector B,
Lucane and Turia. There was also agreement to set up an initial capability for a

TEL. : l32}fQ>2.7O7.«*9-17/707,41 -1 1 - FAX i (32HO>Z.7O7.de.66
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multi-ethnic police force with the assistance of the OSCE. I expressed the hope that
the plan for return of Yugoslav forces will take into account the prospect of an initial
deployment of this multi-ethnic police force.

The return of the Yugoslav forces into Sector B will complete the phased and
conditioned .rejjudjorrQT_1fee_Ground^a^^_2brie7' to""wnicn NATO' fia '̂ctammlB&d
itself as a contribution to achieving a peacefurioTution to the problems of southern
Serbia. The normalisation of the situation wfil help regional security, the newly
democratic government of Yugoslavia, as well as help in the realisation of the
legitimate rights of the local population through political means.

Yours sincerely.

His Excellency
Mr Kofi A. Annan
Secretary-General
United Nations Headquarters
United Nations Plaza 2
New York 10017
U.S.A.
Fax: 001 2129632155
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Federal Republic of Yugoslavia - Republic of Serbia
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT - REPUBLIC OF SERBIA GOVER3RMENT
Coordinating Body for The municipalities of
Presevo, Bujanovac and Medvedja
13 May 2001 . ,, . ,
Bujanovac

NORTH ATLA^^C.TREATY ORGANISATION
Secretary General. Rt. Hon. Lord Gaorge Robertson

Dear Lord Robertson,

I am availing myself of this opportunity to thank you personally for all AST you have
done on behalf of the solving of the crisis in the south of Serbia. Your constructive stand
has contributed nauoh to our so far joim settling of this south of Serbia-sensitive issue, as
sincere partners lit the1 establishment of peace.

The FRY and the Republic of Serbia haVe'remaiMd consistently committed to
settlement of the crisis in this area, and to a .permanent, building of new confidence
measures towards ethnic Albanian community. S,ince my last letier to this date we have
launched a whole range'1 of new confidence measures that 1 would like to quote also here:

1. Together.-with the international community representatives (UN DP A, UN1CEF) we
have toured the barracks in Bujanovae'ia order to dislocate in shortest possible time
the Yugoslav Army troops, and restore the original purpose of the. building (school).
Together with international community representatives we shall also undertake the
reconstruction of school facilities used, by ethnic Albanian pupils.

2. Preparations Have been undertaken fpjr the dislocatioii of-the Yugoslav Army troops
from the "Eurofleks" shoe factory in.Piesevo.

3. All-the several-year standing arrears-for employees' earnings,, and social cad pension
insurance- contributions.have been settled in two Presevo firms, in.which majority of
the employees are ethnic Albanians, -v

4. In cooperation with the representatives of a number Of international development
agencies, major municipality and infrastructwraV.works HaVe commenced, including;
the Presevo-Orahovica load, construcuoa of a number of surgeries in. Albanian
villages of the municipalities Presevp, Bujanovac and Medvedja, construction of
roads, construction, and rebuilding of school facilities* .electrificatiba, telephordsation,
water supplying in the rnunicipalities of Prcsevo, Bujanovac and Medvedja.

5. Preparations have been undertaken for the institution of a humanitarian zone, which
should be realised on. Wednesday, 16 May 2001, along with the presence of your
personal representative, MT. Peter FeilL On this occasion, troops of the Republic of
Serbia Police (MUP) shall be dislocated and the villages of Lucane and' Turija shall
be fbUy demilitarised.

14/05 '01 HQN I B ; 2 6 [TX/RX NO 9861] @]004
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6. Through a joint action with the OSCE, all preparations for tie establishment of a
multi-ethnic police force in the south of Serbia have been completed. Necessary
faciiities are provided, and with the OSCE we have harmonised the programme for
the first school of multi-ethnic poJicc ia the Balkans, that shall give training to cadets
from among all ethnic communities (Moslems, Hungarians, Bulgarians, Albanians,
Turks...)

7. We .have carried out talks with ethic Albanian former police officers, as well as with
ethnic Albanians from the police reserve (sixty men in total), vijth the view to put
them back on police job. which represents the basis fox* a prompt forming of a multi-
ethic police, A gteaz majority of Ac interviewed expressed willingness and readiness
to re-enter police, and we gave them guarantees that they shall be retroactively paid
for the past off-job period, All of them 'expressed concern because of the continual
threats and pressure by militant extremist groups end their "eommandeis,"

8. We hav* carried out talks with representatives of the local communities of the
municipalities of. Presevo, Bujanovac and Medyedja, in which chey have supported
Peace Plan for. the south of Serbia and expressed readiness to cooperate wUh the
representatives of. the Coordinating Body, tfce Yugoslav Army and the Police, with
the view of establishing security and peace in The territories of Serbia's south. Local
corjtnranhies1 presidents expressed greet concern because of the pressure and threats
by militant extremists and their "commanders.1*

9. The Committee for order and' law enforcement proposed by your personal
representstwe, Mr. Peter Fefth, has started its worje.

10. A written approval vvas grante.d to the "Radio Presevo" radio-station, which legally-
wise regulates the normal broadagstirtg of programmes, which implies, at their
request, also toe broadcasting of infonnarion programrnes.

11. TJh.e Ministry of education, and sports provided a clear interpretation that has fully
solved the problem of the degiees validation.

12. the Yugoslav Army has returned a cash amount .of DEM 83.615 to the owner
Miftarovic Dzafer. :Thia sum was temporarily seized fitwn him in 1999, for which we
have a full support'dpcuznentacion.

13. Coordinating body of the FRY and Republic of Serbia Gpvcn«n«»s effected
compensations for tha damaged houses to all ethnic Albanians who have filed such
request

14. 1 had a personal talk with Mr. Riza Halimi, who gave me his personal assurances that
he is for a. peaceful and political solution, supporting the peace policy that we pursue.
Mr. Halimi expressed strong concern for his personal security, security of his family,
as well as of bis .closest associates, all jeopardised by extremist "commanders." Mr.
Halimi underscored that he /was prohibited from meeting me, and thai he is being
forced to publicly criticise the Coordinating Body of the FRY and Republic of Serbia
governments, as well as me personally.

In response to all quoted confidence measures, during the previous day, precissiy
the Commission for order and law enforcement hi"t a. meeting in the school in Lucane,
Albanian extremists staged a vigorous attack against the YA positions in the area of
Oraovica village, which resulted in die killing of one child of Albanian, nanonality. and
serious head-wounding of a 13-yeai-old Albanian girl by fragments of 9, mortar shell of

14/05 '01 MDN 16:28 [TX/RX NO 9861]
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Chinese manufacture. The girl is presently under medical treatment in the Vianje
hospital.

Because of the strong presence of civilians, joint security forces Were not opening Are, so
thai the village of Oraovica is now completely rounded by Albanian extremist forces. The
village of Oraovica is located outside the GSZ. According to latest information, Albanian
extremists' commander Mustafa Shaori, known under a nickname Shpeytim, is staying in
the very village, while (he decision to launch this operation WHS taken by Haiitf Selimi,
one'of the leading UCPMB extremists and & close associate of Hasim Toci. I have to
inform you as Well that the political representatives of the ethnic Albanian community are
exposed to .strong pressure and threats by militant extremist "commanders -who are
controlling the key road routes, extorting "protection fees" from citizens (charging truck
drivers DEM 200-500 pet Transit) and not -willing to loose this criminal privilege. They
are maltreating and blackmailing their co-nationals as we]] as other citizens in the region,
carrying our forced mobilisation and forcing them to refugee. In all possible ways they
are trying to provoke a war, all the time self-admiringly thiakuig.that they arc an "army".

••i.' ,"••

Based on all these facts, we can conclude nocking else but thai Albanian extremists are
not for s peaceful solution. As -we have already on more than one occasion underscored,
they are abusing restraint on .the part of the Joint Security Forces sod thereby not only
violate'the cease-fire declaration, but also clearly display disrespect for the authority of
international cornmunrty as well.

Therefore a decision on the return to the GSZ B-Sector must be taken soonest possible,
because that is the only way to.curb the growing extremism and thereby ensure fill]
security to all our citizens }r> the south of Serbia.

With cordiol regards, I am assuring you tbarT in spite of all. the problems, we shall
intensively proceed with the hnplentenisttion of the measures for the restoration of
confidence pursuant ID our joint plan fat the south of Serbia,

Coordinating Body President

Dr. Nebojsa Covic

TOTRL P.0£
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DATE: 18 MAY 2001

NUMBER: UNMJK-

SUBJECT: Advice to Secretary General in respect of Sector B

1 . Thapk you for providing the opportunity to contribute to the message that the
Secretary-General will pass to Lord Robertson in respect of the controlled return of
Yugoslav forces into Sector B of the Ground Safety Zone (GSZ).

2. COMKFOR has now announced that, with the except,-) of persons suspected
of having committed serious crimes, members of armed groups who lay down their
weapons and cross the boundary, prior to the 24th of May will be released after a
screening procedure. After the 24*" of May any members of armed groups crossing
the boundary will be detained. To-date over 120 individuals have crossed the
boundary line into Kosovo. Most have been unarmed and have been processed by
KFOR at Civilian Collection Points before being allowed to return to their homes. In
adopting this approach KFOR ensured that a graduated and 'soft' option was
available and that every opportunity has been provided for members of armed groups
to consider a peaceful solution.

2. Points to be stressed:

a. Role of Lord Robertson. NATO and Lord Robertson are to be
commended for the role they have played in bringing about the conditions
whereby the controlled return of Yugoslav forces into Sector B of the GSZ can
be contemplated. That it has been testing and demanding is well understood
but he should also be thanked for the patience and professionalism displayed
by all of the KFOR troops.

b. Confidence Building Measures. Lord Robertson has stated that he will
adopt a firm stance on the necessity for the continued implementation of key
confidence building measures. Support for this approach should also be
strongly endorsed by the Secretary General as it will remain fundamental to
the success or otherwise of the return process.

c. Additional Support. It would be particularly helpful if the Secretary
General stated in his reply that he intended to write separately to President
Kostunica to underline the importance of a controlled return, the significance
attached to the confidence building measures and the absolute requirement
for human rights to be fully respected.

d. UNMIK Support. UNMSK have maintained a very close and co-operative
relationship with KFOR throughout the planning process. This will continue
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and Lord Robertson should be assured that UNMIK will provide KFOR with
every assistance in dealing with the immediate outcome of the return process.
e. UNHCR Support. The Secretary General should also mention the role
that the UNHCR have played in the development of contingency plans for the
management and care of Displaced Persons. Hopefully these plans will not
be necessary but we should anticipate that movement of Displaced Persons
across the boundary will occur. The level and extent remain to be seen but
Lord Robertson should be assured that the UNHCR will play an active and
fully supportive role to KFOR.

3. The Secretary General may also like to inform Lord Robertson that, in order to
co-incide with the re-entry into Sector B, I will sign the UNMIK regulation on illegal
border and boundary crossing on the 24m of May. It will come into effect on 04 June
2001, the sajne day that the Kosovo weapon amnesty finishes and further illustrates
the efforts tb.at are being made to deal with illegal and criminal activity. Furthermore
it provides us with the opportunity to deal with members of armed groups through the
more appropriate judicial process rather than a reliance on exercising COMKFOR's
powers.

Best regards,




